
Domaine La Colombe SA
Raymond & Violaine Paccot 
Route du Monastère 1 
CH - 1173 Féchy

T. +41 (0)21 808 66 48
F. +41 (0)21 808 52 84

domaine@lacolombe.ch
www.lacolombe.ch

Opening hours
- Tuesday to Thursday: 13:30-17:00
- Fridays: 13:30-19:00
- Saturdays: 10:00-12:30
- by appointment 

all our wines are guaranteed 
«controlled designation of 
origin» (AOC)

practical
information

A box of wine contrains :

6 bottles of 70 pr 75 cl

12 bottles of 50 cl  (Pinot Noir box of 6)

24 bottles of 37,5 cl  (La Grive box of 6)

Truck delivery throughout Switzerland
according to the following prices :

6-12 bottles : CHF 17.-  per delivery

18 bottles : CHF 42.-  per delivery

We offer shipping costs from an order of 
24 bottles.

The prices are including VAT (7.7%)

sales
conditions

price per bottle in CHFS = screw cap  red wines

Lie x 35.-

Marc (fût) x 35.-

Marc blanc x 35.-

ÉTOILÉS
The idea was born in the 1980s when Frédy 
Girardet and Raymond Paccot met – an encounter 
between terroir limestone and chef’s honed knife 
that led to the design of a new wine, streamlined 
and with great class. 

The wine is seductive by its smoothness but also 
appreciated for its great gastronomic flexibility. 
This complicity continues with Franck Giovannini 
of the Restaurant de l’Hôtel de Ville in Crissier, 
and with Laurence Rochat, who continue to create 
their own blends, in a kind of direct link, from 
earth to table.

9 stars box
Sélection 
Rochat

La Côte x 22.-

Sélection 
Violier

La Côte x 22.-

Coffret 
cuisiniers

x 66.-

Sélection 
Girardet

Mont -s/ 
Rolle

x 22.-

RÉSERVE
Very low yields, a selection of old vines, prolonged 
maturation and bottled aging prior to placing on 
the market contribute to the emergence of refined 
and refined wines. The quest for this elusive 
perfection is at the heart of our business: these 
exceptional wines confirm our faith in nature and 
in life. 

Beyond a success, a reward!

The patina of time Colombe Grise La Côte x 27.50

Amédée La Côte x 32.-

Ecce La Côte x 29.-

Colombe Noire La Côte x 27.50 x 60.-

Girarde La Côte x 37.-

Colombe 
Rouge

La Côte x 27.50 x 60.-

La Grive La Côte x 28.-

Apex x 28.-

EXPRESSION 
Domaine La Colombe cultivates several grape 
varieties in addition to Chasselas. The harmony of 
the place and the variety allows each plant to 
express the full extent of its character.

In the cellar, the limit of the intervention is the 
research for the authentic expression. Personality 
grape varieties, fullness of aromas here offer a 
perfect balance delivering a full and immediate 
pleasure.

The flavours’ song Héritage S La Côte x 10.- 
(70 cl)

Pinot Gris La Côte x 17.50

Chardonnay La Côte x 19.-

Sauvignon 
blanc

La Côte x 22.-

Pinot Rosé S La Côte x 9.50 x 13.50

Pinot Noir La Côte x 11.80 x 17.20 x 38.-

Gamay La Côte x 15.50

De Facto
Nature

La Côte x 18.50

TERROIR
Terroir is the combined energy of sky and soil. This 
is where this quiet strength that the winemaker, 
servant and interpreter, must reveal without ever 
betraying or hiding it. 

This patient approach continues during maturing, 
then in bottle. 

These fresh and alive wines develop over the years 
a complexity made of elegance and personality.

The signature of a place La Colombe S Féchy x 6.60  x 8.30  x 12.30
(70 cl)

La Colombe Féchy  x 13.30 x 31.-

Bayel 
Grand Cru

Féchy  x 17.-

Brez 
Grand Cru

Féchy  x 17.- x 37.-

Petit Clos 
Grand Cru

Mont-s/
Rolle

 x 17.- x 37.-

Curzilles Féchy  x 21.-

Bérolon 
Nature

Féchy  x 21.-

AOC 37.5 cl 50 cl 75 cl 140 cl 

price list


